Millionnaire Sire Comestar Outside Passes Away

Semex regrets to announce that Millionaire Sire 0073HO02479 Comestar Outside EX95-CAN EXTRA recently passed away.
Outside, known for transmitting
the traits that lead to longevity
and profitability, debuted at #20
LPI in August 1998 and quickly
rose to #5 LPI in November 1998.
He was easily branded a milk and
fat specialist, siring desirable
frames, enviable udders and
outstanding feet & legs. The third
Millionaire Sire from the Laurie
Sheik family, Outside was a
Ronnybrook Prelude son from a
Blackstar full sister to the now
iconic Comestar Leader and
Comestar Lee. Nearly 10 years
later, Outside is still a desirable
and in-demand sire, scoring +10
Conf at 99% Reliability with 110
Herd Life and a 5.1 Productive Life.
"People worldwide tell us their Outside daughters are long-lasting profitable cows," says
Semex Alliance Sire Analyst & Product Support Specialist Mike West. "Outside's
daughters are every man's kind of cows. He sires the well-balanced cows that are
valuable no matter how you measure it."
With popularity that knew no borders,
Outside sold semen into well over 47
countries with over 88,000 daughters in
his production proof and over 56,000
daughters in his type proof in his recent
August 2008 MACE evaluation. In Canada,
his 29,750 daughters scored 70% GP or
better with a milk equivalent on over
32,000 daughters of 10,899 3.8% 410
3.1% 334 kgs. Known as "Mr Consistency"
at his home at CIAQ (Centre
d'insémination artificielle du Québec) by
his sire care professionals, Outside
continued strong production well after
reaching Millionaire Status in 2006.
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Outside's legacy will be felt for generations to come as his sons and daughters continue
to transmit the same qualities that made him so popular and so famous worldwide...
Great feet & legs, correct rumps and the width of rear udder that allows for easy
production, lactation after lactation.
After Comestar Lee and Startmore Rudolph, Outside is the third millionaire to be housed
at CIAQ and according to our statistics, the oldest sire to have produced semen.

